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Some Post-War Psychological Problems
By J. F. WILDE, M.D., D.P.M., Major, R.A.M.C.
THERE is a great deal of discussion and speculation to-day about post-war
conditions, and especially about the future of our own profession. Post-war
planning and reconstruction, the re-moulding of our spitfires and hurricanes back
into pots and pans, the return of our fighting men from the adventures and excite-
ments of war to the steady pursuits of peace, present us with problems which we
will all have to face. Psychiatrists, as students of behaviour, are, of course,
particularly interested in the human side of the problem. Their experience in
dealing with large numbers of men in the Services during the war, ought to be
of some assistance to us all in facing problems of behaviour after the war. It may,
therefore, be of interest to describe in the briefest outline what the psychiatric
experience in the Service so far has been, and what lessons can be learnt from it.
Our greatest psychological heritage from the last war was the 1922 Report of
the War Office Committee on "Shell Shock." This not only laid great emphasis
on the need for better recruitment and proper selection of personnel, but also
stressed the importance of morale in preventing neurotic breakdown.
In the first number of the British Medical Joiurnal for this year, Brigadier Rees,
the army consultant in psychiatry, produced a most comprehensive article on
"Three Years of Army Psychiatry in the United Kingdom." It containied an inter-
esting table showing how the psychiatric service is organised (see table
on page 96). A glance at it shows the importance attached to psychiatry. There
is now a special directorate of army psychiatry. The director, however, is not
himself a psychiatrist. On the contrary, he is a regular hygiene officer, i.e., an
expert on preventive as opposed to therapeutic medicine. The psychiatric service
is essentially a prophylactic one. As in the case of typhoid or diphtheria, prevention
is easier, cheaper, and more effective than treatment. It will be seen from this
table too what a close liaison exists between psychiatry and selection of personnel
(S.P. for short). Before the wvar, psychiatrists at times made use of Vocational
Gutidance in judging the aptitudes of problem children, so as to place them in
careers to which they could best adapt themselves. Similarly, the Institute of
Industrial Psychology was employed by certain enlightened firms to obtain workers
best suited to the jobs they had to offer. All this accumulated experience has been
incorporated into S.P. A job analysis of the many tasks in different arms of
the Service was carried out by S.P., and this is the basis for posting men correctly
in the arm to which each is best suited.
One of the first considerations in building up sound morale is to have sound
leadership. Therefore, great importance is attached now to the selection of officers.
Candidates come before a War Office Selection Board. They live with the members
of this Board for three days, and are under continuous observation at both work
and play. Their intelligence and emotional reactions are examined. It is not
enough to be clever, one must also have "guts," character, combative temperamenf,
89and, most of all, capacity for leadership. Each candidate, irrespective of his
political or social background, undergoes numerous comprehensive tests. It is a
searching examination, but not an ordeal, and it is noteworthy how many unsuc-
cessful candidates remark afterwards that they feel they have had a square deal.
In building up the morale of the other ranks, it is most important to give each
man a conviction of his own worth and power and competence, to make him feel
that he is really essential in the Service, and not merely a number or name. This
is best achieved by posting, in so far as is possible, the right man in the right job,
and if by chance mistakes in the posting have been made, having machinery for
their urgent rectification. All recruits are now sent in the first place to special
training centres for six weeks. There they are under military observation, and
are tested for their intelligence and for any special aptitudes. It is as a result of
these tests and observations that they are then posted to their units. Sound morale
is created and preserved by having each soldier in the job to which he is naturally
best adapted, and having him well trained and well led.
Before this Primary Training Centre scheme was introduced, numbers of
psychotics and borderline defectives were recruited by mistake. It is not possible
for anyone, even a skilled psychiatrist, to estimate the recruit's mental make-up
in the short time available for medical examination on enlistment. Psychotics and
borderline defectives are quite capable of putting on an act or simulating normality
for twenty-four hours, to suit their own purpose. In the past, they have thus got
into the Service, often with the object of claiming a pension later. The new scheme
of six weeks trial under observation and special testing pow rules this out.
Psychiatry and personal selection have also had a share in the organisation of
battle-drill and battle-inoculation. These are the methods for conditioning soldiers
to the sounds and sights of battle as a means of preventing nervous breakdown.
I worked with McLoughlin and Millar when they carried out their early experiments
in conditioning men to the horrors of dive-bombing. The apparatus was at first
somewhat crude. The patient relaxed on a bed in-a darkened room. A model
dive-bomber was suspended over his head, and raised and lowered by a string
over a pulley, and the appropriate sound-effects were produced by violent kicks on
a tin bath under the bed. However, conditions have been made more realistic since
then, to enable our soldiers to acquire the necessary confidence before facing real
fighting.
Thus personal selection and. psychiatry have been co-operating closely to carry
out the recommendations of the 1922 Report on "Shell Shock," namely in (1)
better recruiting, (2) selection of personnel, and (3) in the creation and preservation
of sound morale,
If, however, in spite of all this prophylaxis, psychiatric casualties do occur, they
are segregated in military psychiatric hospitals (the tiny things in the bottom
right-hand corner of the table). The psychotics and borderline defectives are got
rid of. The neurotics we treat, and for the most part retain in the Service. In
treatment, we employ all forms of modern psychotherapy, but the most valuable
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mean handicrafts merely to while away time in hospital, but properly prescribed
purposeful activity, to enable the patient to regain his sense of achievement and
value to the community. By it the chronic self-pity of the neurotic can be trans-
formed into self-respect. E.g., a W.O. (II), holding a key position in a technical
corps, developed a chronic anxiety state. He could not concentrate on his work,
and-furthermore, seemed incapable of delegating his duties. He had long service,
and feared being discharged from the army before qualifying for a full pension. In
addition to psychotherapy, during which he was found to be a very vain fellow
needing deflation, he was put on simple woodwork. This he hated, because he was
hopeless with his hands, and showed up badly in comparison with many younger.
soldiers. However, he had to carry on with his prescribed treatment, and gradually
he developed a sense of manual achievement, which helped to restore his self-
respect. Also the manual work exercised a different part of his overwrought brain.
After he left hospital and returned to his work, he was promoted to W.O. (I).
Occupation therapy includes gardening, keeping of live stock, woodwork, leather-
work, metalwork, basketwork, weaving, etc. These are made use of to gain
therapeutic results, not as an end in themselves.
Further, in the psychiatric hospitals we have the privilege of recommending for
immediate transfer, directly through the War Office, neurotics whose main trouble
seems to be that they have failed to adjust themselves in the arm to which they
were first posted. How many patients do we see in civil life who are suffering in
much the same way-they are often labelled anxiety neurosis, but the main fact
in their lives is that they are unhappy in the job they have chosen or into which
they have drifted. Take, for example, school teaching. How many brilliant students
at the end of their examinations find they have no set purpose in life, and then drift
into teaching as the only means of making a living. They then become chronically
disappointed characters and cynics, and they are the people to whom our children,
during their most susceptible years, are entrusted for their education. Proper
selection could prevent this'. A great piece of scientific field-work is now being
carried out by S.P. and the psychiatric service under proper experimental con-
ditions. Thousands of men are first being submitted to tests, and then placed in
selected situations, and a proper follow-up is being carried out as to whether they
succeed or fail. In the same way, we carry out a follow-up of those neurotics
specially recommended for transfer through our psychiatric hospitals. We are thus
accumulating very valuable data on which to base post-war vocational guidance
on a grand scale. Everything is going to be much more democratic after the war,
incomes will be much more on a level. A great deal more efficiency and happiness
will be secured by having men and women in the jobs to which each is best suited,
and this will be the greatest prophylactic against nervous breakdown.
It is interesting to speculate on vocational guidance after the war. Perhaps
intelligence tests will decide whether a child will be fit for a secondary education
or not. Those who fail may become the hewers of wood and drawers of water.
Perhaps there will be tests of character as to suitability for professional training.
91Trhe temperamentally unstable will become artists, the obsessionals financiers, and
so on.
One fact that has been brought home to us perhaps more than any other during
this war, is the bad effect that idleness or boredom has on morale. This is not
only true of the British Army, but also of the German and French Armies. What a
brilliant strategic stroke of Hitler's it was to cause the morale of the French Army
to rot in idleness. There was an article published in the Deutsche Militararzt by a
German R.M.O. called Bernsdorf, in June last, on "Vegetative Neuropathies in
Relation to Military Medicine." In this he states: "These neurotic conditions
occur not when there is active warfare going on, but during the quiet intervals,
when family troubles and friction with superiors or fellow-soldiers bulk large in
the men's minds." This statement was based on his experience of active warfare
in the battle of France, and later, his static experience with German troops
occupying the Balkans.
As for our own men, I am not giving away any military secret when I tell you
that the incidence of neurosis amongst soldiers in comparative safety at stations
such as Northern Ireland, is higher than in really active theatres of wvar, where the
men are exposed to all the hazards of the campaign. Of course, endeavours are
made to keep them amused by E.N.S.A., etc., but that is all passive rather than
active and creative occupation.
The dangers of idleness and boredom should have been obvious to us all before
the war. Those of us who have had experience of the depressed areas, with their
millions of unemployed and thousands of permanently unemployed, knew the depths
to which morale could sink. The hopeless feeling of uselessness in the hearts of
thousands of able-bodied but under-nourished men, made them a good breeding-
ground for all sorts of revolutionary ideas. The amazing thing was how so many
stood up under such dire conditions for so long. Sir John Orr has said somewhere
that perhaps it was under-nourishment that prevented a revolution. Men with very
little in their stomachs have little stomach for fighting. If the Beveridge Plan gives
us food without creative occupation, the stage is set for revolution. The terrible
shocks of mass air-raids on our large towns are nothing compared to the long-
drawn-out misery of unemployment and its attendant under-nutrition. There is
plenty of clinical evidence to support this statement, apart from contemporary
newspaper reports. I might refer particularly to the recent book published in
America, entitled The Psychological Effect of War on Citizen and Soldier, by
Wing-Commander R. D. Gillespie, Psychiatrist to Guy's Hospital, one whicl
serves one of the worst-bombed areas in England.
We all remember in the few years that preceded this war, how many people
there were who had 'jitters' in the war of nerves. The Central Powers were doing
all they could to make the world unsafe for democracy. Our Government was
appeasing them, and we dare not express our true sentiments, even in our own
newspapers, for fear of offending them. We were bound and gagged, as it were.
We wvent from crisis to crisis, and trade was at a standstill through lack of con-
fidence. The declaration of war then brought a definite feeling of relief to many
92whose nerves were all on edge. They felt at last that they could give outlet to
their long pent-up emotions in actual fighting. It is an interesting clinical fact
that the suicidle-rate in all belligerent countries dlrops sharply during war. If
manic-depressive insanity can be regarded as a disordered function of the aggres-
sive institnct, then in melancholia the aggression is turned in on the patient himself,
whereas in mania it is directed outwards. In war there is plenty of outlet for
aggressive instincts, either in fact or fancy. We must see to it that peace must
also have its normal outlet for ag-gression. "Peace hath her victories no less
renowned than war.."
One of the most interesting, if tragic, phenomena of the last decade is the manner
in which Hitler managed to dupe the whole German people to rally behind him an(i
support his crazy schemes. Speaking generally, the average German is a hard-
headed, well-educated, painstaking, calculating materialist, not easily carried away
by every wind of doctrine. That is what makes him such a formidable enemy.
There were many more attractive men than Hitler in Germany who tried at different
times to head revolts against the Weimar Republic, but they all failed. How then
did success come to a pudding-faced Austrian with a Charlie Chaplin moustache?
It is a phenomenon worthy of the closest study. I think it is possible that one of
the chief factors making for Hitler's success was the mass unemployment that
occurred in Germany from 1929 onwards. 'Fhe number of able-bodied young men
with nothing to do became delinquents and gangsters. The elderly honest folk
were truly frightened of them, and it was easy for Hitler to raise the bogey of
communism, and thus harness all these gangsters to the caterpillars of his Nazi
panzers. He relieved unemployment at once by getting these Nibelung hordes to
work on rearmament. By dressing his gangsters in uniforms, and thus giving them
a semblance of Teutonic respectability, he was able to induce millions of Germans
to revert to the regimentation and Prussian militarism which only a few years
earlier had plunged the world into untold misery.
XVe are all possessed of instinctive aggression, andi that energy must find an
outlet, either creative or destructive. Theologians talk of original sin, meaning,
I suppose, that if our potential energy does not direct itself into useful 'channels,
it is bound to find an outlet in what they call evil. An initernal combustion engine
can be employed usefully in a tractor to produce crops, or destructively in a
bomber to exterminate folk. An interesting example is close at hand. Ireland, the
land of saints and scholars, is also the distressful country always in trouble. 'The
trouble is that the country is too small to support all the able-bodied men that are
born in it. The eldest son gets the property, the second becomes a padre, and the'
third a doctor, or vice versa, but the fourth, fifth, and sixth sons are born to be
out of work. If they can emigrate, they do splendidly abroad as soldiers and
statesmen and pioneers of all kinds, but if they have to stay at home, condemned
to i(lleness and boredom, their energy may be exploited into destructiveness by
any enterprising agitator. Thousands of aggressive Irish are to-day fighting for
the United Nations. After all, this is not a private fight. Anybody can joinl in.
To-day we hear statesmen say of various parts of the Beveridge Plan: "We
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afford, and that is unemployment. Boredom is much too costly. If we are fully
alive to the danger of having a mass of human energy without creative outlet, we
ought to be able to take steps to see that it is properly usedc. In oth-er words, we
need occupation therapy for our citizens on a grand scale. Occupation therapy is
not designed to be self-supporting. In actual practice, however, it often is,
altogether apart from therapeutic return. (Cf. motor-roads in Libya andl in
Germany.)
Another problem that psychiatrists have to face in the army of to-day is, that
a great many soldiers are so individualistic that they cannot settle down to the
community life of the Service. Those who have lived unevenitful lives in the security
of their homes find it very difficult to adjust themselves to the lack of privacy
and rough-and-tumble of the barrack-room. With little education and poor social
sense, they do not readily appreciate how necessary it is for them to make their
individual comfort secondary to the welfare of the community as a whole, and how
the two ar.e so inter-dependent. This lack of community-sense is often very notice-
able amongst newly-joined medical officers. In the rush of war it is not possible
to give them all adequate military training, and I suppose ours is one of the more
liberal professions, and we tend to have a high proportion of individualists. Some-
times these individualists react very oddly at first to the routine and red tape which
is inseparable from any large organisation. You have all heard of the numerous
army forms. Whether they are more numerous now than the ones used in civil
life I am not in a position to say. At first, the typical individualist ridicules the
army forms and tries to dodge them. After a while, however, he begins to see
that these forms actually have some value and save him some work. Then his
typical reaction is to devise new forms, or worse still, pro-formse for others to fill up,
and so he becomes a reactionary. It is well to restrain his enthusiasm then,
because though I myself am fully alive to the value of army forms, I think one
can have too much of a good thing. Such is the simple metamorphosis from- an
individualist to a reactionary.
Amongst my friends before the war, I included two colleagues who were very
entertaining, most unconventional, and with political leanings markedly to the Left.
They were often mildly amused at my conventionality in being a Territorial. They
were individualists in the extreme. When the war came, they were drafted into
the Service, and they became so enamoured of army forms and routine, and were
doubtless so efficient, that they have been promoted to Colonels-typical Colonel
Blimps. How is that to be explained? Well, some of you are Biblical scholars,
and will recall the case of Saul of Tarsus, a pharisee of the pharisees, who went
about kicking against the pricks and persecuting Christians even to the death.
Then suddenly, he switched over to being one of the most bigoted and narrow-
minded Christians the world has ever known. You are all familiar with Jung's
two types of personality - extroverts and introverts. One is the open, frank,
sociable nature, the other is shut in, pensive, self-sufficient, and solitary. Anyone
may be possessed of both characteristics at once, but only one characteristic shows
94itself, the other is dormant, like the obverse of a medal. 'The dormant characteristic
remains hidden from view unless something of a startling nature occurs to bring
it to the fore, such as a revolution. Perhaps this explains the conversion of St.
Paul, or wh) a brilliant physicist like Sir Oliver Lodge should be overwhelmed by
spiritualism, or why occasionally revered and staid city fathers are arraigned at
the Old Bailey for fraud. But I need not elaborate this-dozens of examples will
spring to your mind.
I hope I have not laboured this point too much, but there is bound to be a good
deal more community life after the war than before, because of housing and food
shortage, etc., and we will have to accommodate ourselves to it. We are all
thinking just now about the future of medical practice,'and whether we are going
to be conscripted into national service. The medical and lay press contain many
letters from doctors, expressing contrary views. These make interesting reading
and'display many individual complexes. On the one hand, you have those doctors
who base everything on the importance of security and safety first, like France
with her Maginot Line complex. On the other hand, you have those individualists
who maintain that'a doctor must be free to do more or less as he likes. They
think that if we are regimented we will just do the bare minimum, and the public
and profession will suffer accordingly. This fear is not very creditable to the
individualists. The faults we hate most in others are the ones that we possess
ourselves, but fail to recognise in ourselves. Is one to assume that these individua-
lists arrange their lives so that the constant threat of insecurity makes them work
hard for the benefit of their patients and the profession, and without that stimulus
they would be bone lazy, just drawing their salaries and doing the minimum of
work? That is not what has happened to individualists in the security of the,
Service in the past. There are two outstanding examples to the contrary. Leishman
was an individual research worker, and yet he reached the highest rank in the
A.M.S. as an administrator. Further, his work in the Service brought him to the
tropics, in which his field of research lay. Not long ago I interviewed an officer
patient who, when recounting his history, told me how he spent his early service
in the ranks in Mauritius round about 1910. Before his tour there the sick-rate
from tropical disease had been very high, but it was gradually lowered during his
tour and afterwards, because of the research work and hygiene propaganda carried
out by their very enthusiastic young R.M.O., Lieutenant MacArthur. Many of
us here have since met that individualistic R.M.O. as Lieutenant-General Sir
William MacArthur, K.C.B., D.S.O., O.B.E., and know of his pioneer work on
cysticercosis.
Thus individitalistic doctors need not be alarmed about conscription into a medical
civil service. There is plenty of scope for individualism in public service, and' the
cream will always rise to the top. Once the big change has taken place, the
dormant qualities on the obverse of the medal will come to the rescue an(d enable
individuals to become enthusiastic about the community situation. Many of us are
inclined to think little of those who, in life, play for safety and develop the civil
service complex. But if after the war a state service comes, it will be so colossal
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u i--4that we will be grateful for all those thousands of safety-Arst doctors ready to
carry out all essential prophylactic routine. Even research to-day cannot be left
to individualists alone. It needs an army of specially trained chemists, physicists,
and biologists to work in teams under suitable directors, carrying out thousands of
experiments and controls that arc to-day essential. But if there are still some
extreme individualists who cannot cope with community life, I suppose they will
all have to be invalided out, and get their "ticket" from the Service. No doubt,
the benevolent Sir William Beveridge will not have neglected to make some
provision for them, but even if he has not, there will always be plenty of people
left who prefer to pay for a private doctor. Vocational guidance may, of course,
in the first instance send such people into an academic career, rather than into
public or private practice.
Finally, turning to the bottom right-hand corner of the table, what have we
learnt from the military psychiatric hospitals? Thle neuroses treated there are the
same as those treated in civil life. In peace-time these are treated as hospital
out-patients. In the Service they have had to be in-patients, and we have had more
control over their lives. The results have been so gratifying that we may be led
to advocate more in-patient treatment for neurotics after the war. Before doing
that, however, we will need to dispel the awful stigma that now surrounds any
hospital treating nervous or mental cases. Why should there be this stigma, and
why should cases of nervous or mental disease be objects of ridicule? Doctors
themselves are often the worst offenders in this respect. We do not point the finger
of scorn at a typhoid patient, even though we know that he has been eating excreta
in one form or another. The nervous patient is usually much less to blame for his
illness. This regrettable stigma prevents patients coming early for treatment, when
they are more readily cured. At some time or another each one of us, whether in
special practice or not, is faced with the disposal of a psychotic or neurotic case.
We all know how tragic such cases can be, and how relatives, because of the stupid
stigma, will do everything they can to prevent the patient going to the proper
hospital and having the only appropriate treatment. It is up to the doctors, by
their constant and subtle propaganda, to break down this superstition and stigma,
so that we can deal with our psychological cases more adequately after the war.
(N.B.-The views expressed are those of the author, and not official.)
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